National Mild Drug Residue Demo (Sandbox) version of Web
Based Reporting
A demonstration version of the application is set up and waiting for you to try! Even if you are
signed up and ready to begin doing your monthly reporting take some time to look over the
possibilities.
There are many features to allow reporters to control and share access to the system within
their organization. No programs need to be installed or maintained. If you have a web browser
with Java enabled and the Adobe viewer you are ready to begin.
There are two ways your organization can be configured, either as a lone reporter or as a
central reporter that collects data from other regions or industrial sites. The key word we use is
groups. If you collect data from regions and/or industrial sites and want then to enter their
reports directly you would be a central reporter or one who uses groups. Rather than go into a
lengthy explanation we have configured the demo area so you can log in as the different types
of reporters and even as the different types of users (administrator, data entry or view only) to
see how it works.
The password for all of the logins listed below is demo.
An Organization called statenogroup is setup and has these 3 logins:
admin@statenogroup
dataentry@statenogroup
viewonly@statenogroup
An Organization called statewithgroup is setup and has these 9 logins:
Top level, can see all information and the administrator is responsible for submitting the data
to GLH.
adminall@statewithgroup
dataall@statewithgroup
viewall@statewithgroup
Group, IndustryReporter
indadmin@statewithgroup
inddata@statewithgroup
indview@statewithgroup
Group, RegulatoryReporter

regadmin@statewithgroup
regdata@statewithgroup
regview@statewithgroup
These logins are for testing purposes only. Please practice entering reports, read over the help
information, and ask any questions you may have of any of the support team listed on the
Support menu option within the application.
Please note that edit, delete and change of passwords for these 12 logins is disabled. You may
add new people and you will be allowed to edit those passwords.
Again this data is never used as part of the actual database, it is for demonstration and training
purposes only.
Go to the Demo log in https://www.nmdrd.com/demoapp
You can also review all the informational documentation at https://www.nmdrd.com

